i n f on or m

way finding system

inf o

outdoor signs

Outdoor signs are the start of a wayfinding system. They welcome the visitors and give first directions.
inf o

post and panel system. Individual execution, various colour combinations.
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introducory

A good way finding system informs, provides an overview of the building complex and leads the visitors to their destination and the office or
person they are looking for .

main directory

elevator sign
Dachgeschoss

Altersheim Bühli
Dachgeschoss

4. Obergeschoss

3. Obergeschoss

2. Obergeschoss

Mehrzwecksaal

1. Obergeschoss

4. Obergeschoss

3. Obergeschoss

2. Obergeschoss

Erdgeschoss

Untergeschoss

Zimmer 401 - 410

Zimmer 301 - 314
Physiotherapie

Zimmer 201 - 214

Zimmer 101 - 114
Coiffeur

Erdgeschoss

Speisesaal
Cafeteria
Küche
Verwaltung

Untergeschoss

Wäscherei
Haushaltraum
Aufbahrung

Zimmer 401 - 410

Zimmer 301 - 314
Physiotherapie

Zimmer 201 - 214

floor directory

Erdgeschoss
1. Obergeschoss

Mehrzwecksaal

Zimmer 101 - 114
Coiffeur

Speisesaal
Cafeteria
Küche
Verwaltung

Haushaltraum
Wäscherei
Aufbahrung

A main directory gives an overview of the building and should
provide directions to the various floors and elevators.

Speisesaal
Cafeteria
Küche
Verwaltung

Visitors know where they are and get information and directions to offices
and other destinations.

door sign

014

Verwaltung
Jakob Becker

Visitors have found rooms/persons
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directories

main directory with floor -information

inf o
directories open a wide variety of options and
combinations with other materials (pin-board, magnetic-wall,
others)

All panels are interchangeable and are combinable or replaceable
by self lettering panels.
Optional: all directories can be protecteted against vandalisme by
acrylic glass and/or special locking device.

Schulhaus Erlen
2. Stock
2.01

Klassenzimmer 6a

2.02

Klassenzimmer 6b

2.03

Klassenzimmer 7 Klasse

2.04

Klassenzimmer 8 Klasse

2.05
2.06

1. Stock
1.01

Klassenzimmer 3a

1.02

Klassenzimmer 3b

1.03

Klassenzimmer 4a

1.04

Klassenzimmer 4b

1.05

Klassenzimmer 5a

1.06

Klassenzimmer 5b

Erdgeschoss
Paul Aschwand

E.01 Klassenzimmer 1a

Peter Brandenberger

E.02 Klassenzimmer 1b

Christina Oswald

E.03 Klassenzimmer 2a

Notizen

E.04 Klassenzimmer 2b
E.05 Sekretariat
E.06 Lehrerzimmer

Untergeschoss
Werkstatt Abwart
Materiallager
Archiv
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directional signs

elevator signs: k eep the visitors "on track"

Well-placed directional signs on the
floors are important.
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Flag - and hanging signs
flag signs are mainly used in long
passage ways.

Suspended signs are visible from longer
distances.
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door signs

room identifications confirm that the visitor has found the final
destination.
various profiles accept self lettering -inserts.

inf o
door signs are available in
various executions.
(anodised, mill finish, painted)

inf o
door signs are combinable and provide solutions
for various demands.
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grid sizes

21 mm

52.5 mm

Sizes are based on the

inf o

grid. (width x height)

grid sizes:

inf o
inf o

width
height

by 52.5 mm
by 21 mm

signs follow this grid sizes (see below)
signs are only as thick as 6 mm

standard sizes available ex stock
special sizes on request (e.g . DIN- sizes)

21 mm

63 mm

42 mm

157.5 mm
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self- lettering

Self lettering by the end user is becoming
increasingly popular .
inf o
offers a wide selection of products in
various sizes, finishes and various materials.
(easy changeable - no tools needed)

inf o
offers assistance and support for
individual, special solutions.
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